Ceiling Systems: Overhead Investments
Preliminary selection guide for lay-in panels
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CEILINGS ARE ONE OF THE MOST VISIBLE
ARCHITECTURAL SURFACES IN MANY BUILDING
INTERIORS. PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR CEILINGS CAN BE AS COMPLEX AS THOSE
REQUIRED OF WALLS, FLOORS, AND OTHER
FINISHES. SELECTING THE RIGHT PRODUCT TO
USE OVERHEAD SHOULD BE SEEN AS A WISE
INVESTMENT IN BUILDING PERFORMANCE
(FIGURE 1).
This article identifies common performance criteria applying
to lay-in panels for installation in standard T-bar suspended
ceiling systems. It also compares the performance of standard
ceiling panel types to help the initial product selection. 1 Panel
types selected for this paper are made of mineral fiber, sheet
metal, thermoformed rigid vinyl, and wood (Figure 2, page 10).
Wide variations occur within types between products by
different manufacturers and even with a manufacturer's own
product lines, so readers are advised to research specific
products before specifying or purchasing them (Figure 3,
page 12).
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Accessibility above ceiling
Suspended ceilings are an alternative to ceiling products
applied directly to a substrate. Suspending a ceiling:
• lowers overhead surfaces for visual purposes;
• puts surfaces within reach for cleaning and maintenance;
• reduces acoustic reverberation time, the amount of air to be
tempered, and the volume of space to be illuminated;
• creates a cavity in which HVAC ducts and equipment,
conduit and cables, piping, and other building services can
be installed;
• conceals unattractive structural systems;
• protects fragile materials such as spray-applied fireproofing
systems; and
• enables smoke detection and sprinkler systems to activate at
a faster rate.
The ceiling cavity should be accessible to allow inspection,
maintenance, and modification of above-ceiling items. Ceiling
panels should, therefore, be lightweight and robust enough to
survive repeated handling, especially because most of the
accessing over the life of a building is likely to be performed
by individuals not trained as ceiling installers.
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As the term 'lay-in' suggests, the ceiling panels discussed
in this article must be raised above the suspemion system
and then lowered onto the flange ofthe T-bar grid. Sufficient
clearance must be provided between grid and items in cavity.
This is especially a concern with rigid panels as flexible ones
can be manipulated to fit into tighter spaces.
Acoustics
All ceilings have acoustic properties with varying degrees of
noise reduction, transmission, and reflection. Yet, the term,
'acoustic ceiling,' does not have a consistent definition. Hence
specifiers should use it sparingly and define what it means for
particular projects.
Noise reduction is determined in accordance with ASTM C423,
Standard Test Methodfor Sound Absorption and Sound Absorption
Coefficients by the Reverberation Room Method, and expressed as a
sound absorption average (SAA). SAA was adopted by ASTM in
2000 as a refined replacement for noise reduction coefficient
(NRC). A SAA of0.00 indicates zero sound absorption and
SAA 1.00 suggests all impinging noise is absorbed. SAA ratings
will usually be close in value to NRC ratings.2
Mineral fiber panels absorb sound by transforming airborne
vibrations into heat that is generated by vibration ofthe fibers.
Performance ofthese panels ranges from SAA 0.45 to 0.95.
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Figure 1

Ceiling area (pink) is typically equal to the gross floor area (yellow),
but is more visible as a large percent of most floors is covered
by furnishings, equipment, and occupants. As room sizes increase,
ceilings occupy a relatively greater proportion of a person's visual
field because walls recede due to perspective.
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Thin metal and thermoformed panels act as diaphragms and
dampen noise by transforming airborne vibrations into the
mechanical motion ofvibrating panels and by passing sound
into the cavity where the viscous mass ofair trapped above
the ceiling dampens vibrations. For example, suspended
thermoformed panels made of0.33-mm (0.13-in.) thick
material have SAA 25. Hard-surface ceiling panels, such as
wood, are essentially reflective.
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Figure 2
Attribute

Mineral
Fiber

Accessibility
Acoustic SAA (NRC)
Acoustic STC or CAC
Appearance
Cleaning, Hygiene, and
Impermeability
Costs and Life Cycle
Delivery, Storage, and Handling
Disposal and Recycling
Strength and Durability
Fire-resistant Assemblies
Fire Sprinkler Compatibility
Installation
Lighting
Material Safety
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Comments'·'

• May require perforations and/or added acoustic insulation.
• May require added acoustic insulation .
See samples before specifying.
·cleanability and hygiene can be improved with use of
vinyl-faced panels.

ti' Good candidate
• Acceptable
• See concerns in
article
- Need case by case
Consideration
1. See text of article
for discussion of
each topic.
2. See samples, test
data, and evaluation
reports before final
product selection.

*Usable beneath rated assembly.
*Option to install beneath spinklers.
*Option to install beneath luminaires.

A comparison of some of the ceiling panel types available in the market.
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The absorption of wood, metal, and thermoformed panels
can be boosted by perforating panels to create resonant sound
absorption (Figure 4, page 12). Further, SAA improvements
result from backloading panels with an acoustic insulation.
In this manner, metal panels with a non-woven acoustic fabric
backing can achieve nearly SAA 0.70 and the thermoformed
panel with a 38-mm (1.5-in.) thick polyester fiber batt can
achieve SAA 0.85.3
Sound transmission losses are expressed primarily in:
• sound transmission coefficient (STC) that indicates noise
lost from one side to the other of a wall or floor-ceiling
assembly, as determined by ASTM E90, Standard Test
Method for Laboratory Measurement of Airborne Sound
Transmission Loss of Building Partitions and Elements; and
• ceiling attenuation class (CAC) indicating how well ceilings
can act as a barrier to sound transmission when the wall
between adjacent rooms goes only to the ceiling, as per ASTM
El 414, Standard Test Method for Airborne Sound Attenuation
Between Rooms Sharing a Common Ceiling Plenum.4
Products with greater mass typically perform better in STC
and CAC tests, which gives mineral fiber and solid wood the
advantage over lighter-weight panels. Performance in the field
could be degraded by penetrations through a ceiling such as
light fixtures and fire sprinklers. Either the ASTM El414 test
shoukl be con<lucte<l with representative penetrations or
measures must be taken to seal or cover penetrations. In this
regard, drop-out and luminous ceilings (discussed later in the
article) may be less compromised because luminaires and
sprinklers need not penetrate ceiling panels.
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Appearance

Designers have a profusion of visual options for ceilings,
ranging from smooth, monotone ceiling panels to riots of
standard and custom color, relief, pattern, and texture
(Figure 5, page 14).
A defining characteristic of suspended ceilings is the
rectangular geometry of the suspension system. The grid
could be given emphasis by, for example, using finishes
that do not match the panel colors. Alternatively, the grid
could be camouflaged by integrating it into a patterned
scheme formed by decorative ceiling panels (Figure 6, page 14).
While standard modular sizes are 609 x 609 mm (24 x 24 in.)
or 609 x 1219 mm (24 x 48 in.) on center (o.c.), grids can
also accommodate different panel sizes to offer changes in
visual scale. s The size of mineral fiber and wood panels is
limited because of their tendency to sag due to humidity.
Some metal panels can be engineered to provide large sizes.
Scale can also be modified by grouping tiles to form multipanel
patterns or by combining several types of ceiling panels to
form supergraphics.
Cleaning, hygiene, and water impermeability

Most interior finishes 'ugly out' before they wear out.
Cleanability can help preserve a ceiling's appearance and
exten<l its serviceability (Figure 7, page 16).
Wood can be cleaned with wood maintenance products or
a damp cloth. Metal and thermoformed products offer high
levels of stain resistance and can be hosed-off or immersed if
necessary. Mineral fiber products can be vacuumed or dusted;
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